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Of the varieties of Scandinavian music which have survived among the
Scandinavian-Americans, one of the most important and widespread has
been  gammaldansmusik (known in English as "old-time dance music").
The repertoire of Scandinavian gammaldans orchestras on both sides of
the Atlantic dates, to a large extent, from the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.  Originally  European popular  (rather  than folk)  dances,  the
hambos, waltzes, schottisches and polkas making up the standard bill of
fare  of  Scandinavian  old-time  orchestras  have  comprised  the  social
music of an earlier generation among the Scandinavians in America. In
Minnesota, German-American bands based in New Ulm took over part of
the Scandinavian immigrant repertoire, playing it on brass instruments,
in  German  "oom-pah"  style.  The  lighter  violin  and  accordion-based
Minnesota Scandinavian orchestras ceased to record by the late 1950's
and a whole generation of rural Minnesotans has grown up somewhat
forgetful of the "light and lively" Scandinavian style.

Throughout  the  1930's  and  1940's,  Ted  Johnson's  recordings  of
gammaldansmusik were  enormously  popular  in  the  homes  of
Scandinavian  immigrants  throughout  the  U.S.,  as  well  as  with  many
second and third generation Scandinavian-Americans. Before forming his
own orchestras, Ted was a member of the orchestra which accompanied
Swedish-born  singer  and  comedian  Olle  i  Skratthult  (the  best-known
Scandinavian immigrant recording artist). It was Olle (his real name was
Hjalmar Peterson) who introduced the comic song "Nikolina" sung on this
album  by  Ted.  Ted  also  traveled  and  recorded  with  the  Danielson
Brothers' Orchestra, a Minneapolis-based group whose leading members
had served an apprenticeship with Olle and included the brothers Oscar,
Bertil and Karl Danielson.

Ted  Johnson  was  born  in  the  historic  Cedar-Riverside  area  of
Minneapolis.  This  important  Scandinavian  immigrant  neighborhood
(known  humorously  as  "Snoose  Boulevard")  was  a  center  of
Scandinavian-language  music  and entertainment  for  the  whole  Upper
Midwest. Ted was reared on the Scandinavian music to be found in the
various neighborhood lodge halls.  On a Saturday night,  Scandinavian
lumberjacks would come out of the North Woods of Minnesota and head
for Cedar Avenue to enjoy old-time dances, as well as concerts and plays
in Swedish,  Danish and Norwegian.  New World Scandinavian dialects
often  developed  in  this  environment,  which,  like  Ted's  Swedish,
sometimes contain words borrowed from one of the other Scandinavian
languages  —  and  even  words  invented  as  part  of  a  Scandinavian-
American folk process.



Hard-working Scandinavian family  life  characterized the neighborhood
surrounding the main street. Cedar Avenue. Ted's own background is a
good example of  this:  His father.  Swan Johansson,  was a lumberjack
born near Kristianstad in Sweden's Skåne province (also the birthplace of
Ted's mother, whose maiden name was Anna Lövkvist).  Swan had his
turn  as  a  Minnesota  logger  before  settling  in  Minneapolis,  where  he
became a foundry  worker.  Thus  Ted's  background was typical  of  the
children of Cedar-Riverside Scandinavian immigrants.

This LP contains some of the most popular 78's recorded by various Ted
Johnson orchestras in the 1930"s  and 1940's.  Ted's  distinctive  violin
style  and vocals  are augmented by the musicianship of  such popular
American-born  Scandinavian  musicians  as  Orville  Lindholm,  Bill
Hesselgrave, Howard Dellwo, Flo Seidel,  Wally Rudd, Al (Obie)  Sahlin,
and  Howard  Oberg.  These  are  the  orchestras  that  used  to  play  in
Minneapolis' old Stockholm Cafe (at Nicollet and Washington Avenues) in
the  winter:  and toured Minnesota,  Wisconsin.  Iowa,  and the  Dakotas
during the warmer seasons. The ensembles were known, usually, as Ted
Johnson & His Nordvest Skandinavisk Orkester: and, in later years, as
Ted Johnson & His Midnight Suns. The sessions that produced these
records of Ted in his heyday took place in studios in Chicago and Fargo.
(Ted and his group were no strangers to studios, making frequent radio
appearances on various Twin Cities stations.)

Ted  now  lives  in  semi-retirement  with  his  wife,  Lavone,  across  from
Minnehaha Park in Minneapolis. His musical activities in recent years
have included performances with "The Scandinavian Four" of the Zuhrah
Shrine  Temple.  Performing  with  his  wife  and  his  daughter  Candy
Johnson Rausch (as The Ted Johnson Trio),  he has become a virtual
institution  at  the  annual  Minnesota  State  Fair  in  the  Coliseum
(Hippodrome)  building.  (Candy  is  a  former  Midsummer  Queen  of
Minneapolis'  Svenskarnas  Dag  and directed  the  all  girl  choir  at  that
annual  Swedish-American  celebration.  Another  Johnson  daughter,
Marit. plays the guitar on occasion with her sister and parents. Marit is
married to former Minnesota Twins first base star Rich Reese.) The Ted
Johnson group also appears each summer in concert performances at
many of the city parks in Minneapolis.

The revival of interest in Scandinavian  gammaldans music is, today, a
phenomenon on both sides of the Atlantic. It is only natural that this
renewed  interest  should  spark  the  reappearance  of  recordings  which
enjoyed great popularity in earlier decades. For some this will be a first
introduction to Ted Johnson's music. For others it  will  rekindle many
memories.  The  parents  of  Sweden's  present  King  Carl  XVI  Gustaf.
enjoyed Ted Johnson's ensemble at a luncheon given in their honor in St.



Paul in 1938. Also present was Sweden's Prince Bertil, who may very well
recall that July 17th event put on by then Governor of Minnesota, Elmer
Benson, to celebrate a Royal visit.

Ten years later Ted Johnson went to Scandinavia on a concert tour, and
still has a souvenir of that visit sitting on a mantle. It is a little hand-
painted statue, a caricature of Sweden's great popular entertainer and
early radio personality, Sven Jerring. Jerring gave it to Ted himself. Ted's
only visit  to the land of  his ancestors produced much interest  in the
press of Sweden, and more than a few yellowed clippings from that 1948
trip are in his scrapbook. On the ocean liner going over, Ted made the
acquaintance  of  another  Scandinavian-American  entertainer,  Chicago-
born  Edgar  Bergen.  Ted's  long  voyage  was  brightened,  he  says,  by
extensive conversations with Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer Snerd, as
well as with the great ventriloquist himself. "It was a great way to travel
to the Old Country," says Ted. "I began to think of Charlie and Mortimer
as  real  humans.  Unbeknownst  to  most  people,  both  of  them  speak
Scandinavian languages!"

— Maury Bernstein
"Folk Music & Bernstein"
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